Hets: Torment

The Swedish-language picture Torment (AKA Hets, ) marked one of the first credited screenwriting efforts of the then
year-old scenarist.6 May - min - Uploaded by ?????? ?? ??? ??????? Teenager Jan-Erik Widgren (Alf Kjellin) meets the
lonely Bertha Olsson (Mai Zetterling), a woman.HETS - TORMENT (). Type Feature. Approx. Running minutes
Release dates 19/01/ BBFCInsight Contains implied sexual threat.One of the most important films in the Swedish
cinema, Torment represents Ingmar Bergman's first filmed screenplay, and a directorial masterpiece by.Trove: Find and
get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.Product Description. "Hets
(Torment)". This is an original black and white halftone print of actor Alf Kjellin as Jan-Erik Widgren and actress Mai
Zetterling as .Frenzy / Hets / Torment movie reviews, trailer, cast listing. Check out movie-film- ijaring.com for Frenzy /
Hets / Torment reviews by Chris Tookey and all the.Hets (Torment)An idealistic adolescent, suffering under the thumb
of a sadistic schoolmaster, falls in love with a loose girl who is bulled and.Download this stock image: Hets Torment
Year: Sweden Director: Alf Sjoberg Mai Zetterling, Alf Kjellin - F65NR0 from Alamy's library of millions of high
.'Hets (Torment)' This is an original black and white halftone print of actor Alf Kjellin as Jan-Erik Widgren and actress
Mai Zetterling as Bertha Olsson in a.Torment was originally released in Sweden as "Hets," and then in the U.K. as "
Frenzy." Released in , it represents Ingmar Bergman's first.Torment - In Ingmar Bergman's first produced screenplay,
the dark coming-of-age drama Torment, Widgren, a boarding-school senior, is terrorized by his sadistic.
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